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There has recently been a resurgence of interest in the shortest common superstring
problem due to important applications in molecular biology (e.g., recombination of DNA)
and data compression. The problem is NP-hard, but it has been known for some time that
greedy algorithms work well for this problem. More precisely, it was proved in a recent
sequence of papers that in the worst case a greedy algorithm produces a superstring that is
at most f3 times (2 ~ f3 ~ 3) worse than optimal. We analyze the problem in a probabilistic
framework, and consider the total overlaps O~pl and O~~ prod uced respectively by the
optimal algorithm and a greedy one which turn out to be asymptotically equivalent. More
precisely, we show that with high probability limn.....oo n~~:'n :::: llmn_oo nfo~11 :::: k where
n is the number of original strings, and H is the entropy of the underlying alphabet. Our
result holds under a condition that the lengths of all strings are not too short. Finally, we
provide several generalizations and extensions of our basic result..
1 Introduction
Various versions ofthe shortcst common supcl'string (in short: SCS) problem play important
roles in data compression and DNA sequencing. In fact, in laboratories DNA sequencing
(cf. [2, 5, 10, 13]) is routinely done by randomly sequencing large amounts of relatively short
fragment.s and then heuristically finding t.he shortest cornman superst.ring. The problem can
be formulated as follows: given a collection of strings, say xl, x 2, ... , x n over an alphabet E,
find the shortest string z such that each of Xi appears as a substring (a consecutive block)
of z. In DNA sequencing, another formulation of the problem might be of even greater
interest. We call it an approximate SCS and one asks for finding a superstring that contains
"This work was supported by CCR-9225008.
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approximately (e_g., in the Hamming rustance sense) the original strings xl, x 2, ... ,xn as
substrings.
It is known that computing the shortest common superstring is NP-hard since it is as
hard as finding a maximum hamiltonian path in a special graph [18]. Thus constructing a
good approximation to SCS is of prime interest. Only recently, the open problem of how
to approximate the shortest superstring in a polynomial time was solved (ef. [3, 11, 18]).
In particular, it was proved that a greedy algorilhm can compute in O(nlogn) tinw a
superstring that in the worst case is only fJ times (where 2 ~ {3 ~ 3) longer than the
shortest common superstring ((3, 11].
Our results are also about greedy approximations of the shortest common sllperstring
but in a probabilistic framework. We shall prove that a greedy algorithm of the SCS problem
is asymptotically optimal in the sense that it produces a total overlap of SCS that differs
from the optimal (maximum) overlap by a quantity that is order of magnitude smaller than
the leading term of the overlap. More precisely, let n be the number of (long) strings. We
assume that the lengths of all strings are Q(logn) (see below for more precised formulation
and relaxation of thls assumption; cr. also [1]). Let also Or and o~Pt denote respectively
the total overlap produced by greedy and optimal algorithms of SCS. We prove llmt with
high probability (in short whp) Or "" kn log n and o~pt "" kn log n [or large n where II
is the entropy of the alphabet. Thus, the relative error of the greedy and optimal overhLps
tends to zero in probabllity as n - 00
In this preliminary version we consider only the Bernoulli model in which symbols of
the alphabet 2: arc generated independently with unequal probability of symbol generation.
'0le deaI with the nernoulli model for simplicity but the results can be extended to more
general models such as the mixing model that includes the Markovian model.
Furthermore, we only consider one greedy algorithm (which seems to be the weakest
one) that works as follows: It starts with an arbitrary string and attach to it another string
with the longest mutual overlap among all strings not yet used in building the superstring.
The literature on worst-case analysis of SCS is quite impressive with [3, 11, 18] ob-
taining important results (cf. also [7)). Probabilistic analysis of SCS is very scarce. Only
very recently Alexander [1] proved that the average optimal overlap in the Bernoulli model
is EO~pt "" knlogn. To the best of our knowledge (based on a correspondence of one
of liS wilh K. Alexander) the method used in [lJ cannot be easily extended to a greedy
approximation which is our main contribution. We also prove that o~pt "" lInlogn whp.
2 Main Results
Before we present our main results, we introduce some notation, and describe precisely our
greedy algorithm.
Suppose x = Xl X2 •.• X r and y = YI Y2 •.• Ya are strings over the same finite alphabet
2: = {Wl,W2,""Wv} where 1/ = 12:1 is the size of the alphabet. We also write Ixl for the
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length ofx. We define their ovedap o(x,y) by
o(x,y) = max{j: Yi = xr-i+l, 1::; i::; j}.
If k = o(x,y) then
Throughout the paper, all logarithms are to the base e unless explicitly stated otherwise.
We study the following algorithm: its input is the n str'lIlgs xl,x'\ ... ,xn ovel·:E. It
outputs a string z which is a superstring of the input.
Algoritlun Gl
1. begin
2. z'-x1 ;f;-{2,3, ... ,n};
3. while fi'0do
4. begin





We will assume that the input vectors are independently generated. Each x = xi =
XIX2 ... Xl 1s of the same length £ and Xi is generated independently of XI' X2, ..• , Xi_1 (the
Bernoulli Model). Furthermore P(x; = Wi) = Pi> 0 for 1::; j S V. Let
m
fI = - LP;logpi
;=1
be the associated entropy.
Our interest lies in estimating the total overlap On which we define next. Let S be a
set of superstrings, and we write zk- for the length of a part1al superstrlng found up to the
ah step of Gl. The following two quantities are of interest to us:
n
oopt L Ix'i - min Izl (I)n
i=l ZES
n
0"" L o(z~,xt) (2)n
t=]
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where o(z~, Xi) is the maximum overlap found in Step 5 of the algorithm G1.
Now we ready to formulate our main result:
Theorem. Considp.l' the Shortest Common Superstring problem under the Bernoulli model.















for aliI :S: i ::; n, whe.l'e (pr.) means convergence in probability.
Remarks and Extensions
(i) Not Equal Length Strings. The assumption regarding equal length strings is not relevant
as long as there are enough long strings satisfying (1). A precise formulation of the pro-
portion of short and long strings such that the above Theorem still holds can be found in
Alexander [IJ.
(ii) Mixing Model. We can relax our assumption concerning the Bernoulli model, and our
results hold for a larger class of models known as the mixing model which includes the
Markovian model as a special case. In the mixing model one assumes that two events, say
£1 and £2 separated by d symbols are ahnost independent as d -+ 00. More precisely, there
exist a function ¢d such that
(1- 'i'd)P(£,jP(£,) $ P(£,£,) $ (1 + 'i'd)P(£,)P(£,)
provided ¢d -+ 0 as d -+ 00. The redear is referred to [17] for more details regarding mixing
models for problems on strings.
(iii) Other Greedy Algo11thms. Certainly, there are other natural greedy algorithms for the
SCS problem. The best known is the one which we call G2 and can be phrased as: repeatedly
choo.,>e a pair of sll'ings with maximum overlap and merge them. We do not at this point
have a detailed but we conjecture that our algorithm Gl is stochastically dominated by G2.
This would enable us to prove a result similar to Theorem above.
(iv) SCS Does Not Compress Optimally. The SCS can be used to compress strings. Indeed,
instead of storing all strings of total length nf. we can store the Shortest Common Superstring
and n pointers indicating the beginning of an original string. But, this does not provide
optimal compression (which is known to be the entropy H [4]). To see this, let us compute
the compressioll ratio Cn which becomes
C _ ne-ftnlogn+nlog2(nf.-iInlogn) _____
n - nf.
while for the optimal compression we should have Cn -...,. H < 1. No wonder that SCS is not
optimal: in the constructioll of SCS we do not use all available redundancy of all strings
but only the one contained in suffixes/prefixes of the original strings.
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(v) Approximate SGS. Let us deIine a distance between two strings, say x and y as the
relative Hamming distaJIce, that is, dn(x,y);::: n-IL:i=l (h(Xi,Yi) where d1(x,y);::: 0 for
x ;::: y and 1 otherwise where x, y ELand Ix] ;::: Iyl ;::: n. For a given D < 1, we
introduce an approximate SCS as follows: Construct the shortest common superstring of
strings xl, x 2 , ... , x n such that every string Xi is within Hamming distance D of a substring
of the superstring. More precisely, the Approximate (Lossy) Shortest Gommon Superstring
is a. string of shortest length such that there exists a substring, say Z}H, of z such that
d(xi,z~H) ::; D [or all 1 ::; i ::; n. Based on our analysis and recent result of Luczak and
Szpankowski [12) we conjecture that also in this problem the optimal and greedy overlaps
me asymptotically equivalent. However, the constant in front of nlogn is not any longer
the entropy II but ratller a generaliJ>;ed Rcnyi entropy introduced in [12J. To be more
precise, let BD(Y) be a ball of radius 0 of sequences of length e centered at y, that is,
Bf)(Y);::: {x: d(x,y) ~ D}. Then, defined the generalized Renyi entropy ro(D) as in [12],
i.e.,
(5)
It is proved in [12] that the limit above exists in the mixing model. With this definition in
mind, we conjecture that the main result of this paper in the approximate case becomes
oopt 1
lim n _
n-OO n log n - roeD) (pL)
0 "lim n
n.....oo n log n
I
- Lo(D) .
for large n, provided f. > r)O) logn, where 7'1(D) is another constant defined in [I2J. The
upper bound is easy and can be proved as follows: First of all, we note that using the
subadditive ergodic theorem we can replace the limit of the expected value in (5) by the
almost sure limit (d. [12]). This CaJI be translated into the following generalization of
the Asymptotic Equiparlition Property (ARP): The set of all strings W n of length n can be
partitioned into ttvo subsets Bn ("bad set") antlOn ("good set") such that for any £ > a and
sufficiently large n we have P(Bn ) ::; £, and 2-n(ro(D)+E) ::; P(Bo(wn )) ~ 2-n{ro(fJj-E) for
W n E (In. By (6), it suffices to prove that P(Mn > k)::; O(l/n') for k;::: To'(D)logn. fiut
P{Mn 2. k} ~ nP(J3o(wk)) + P(Bk), and using the above AEP property, we immediately
establish the upper bound. 0
3 Analysis
In this section we prove our Theorem. We observe that o~r S O~pL, thus in a subsection
below we first derive an upper bound on O~p~, and then deal with a lower bound for Or
which will finish the proof.
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3.1 Upper Bound on o~Pt
Define Gii as the length of the longest suffix of xi that is equal to the prefix of xi. Let
Mn(i) = max .IC;;}.
1$3$n,3#'
We write },t{n for a generic random variable distributed as Mn(i) (since MIt~Mn(i) for all
i, where ~ means "equal in distribution"). Observe that
n
O~Pl ~ L Mn(i) .
;=1
(6)
Thus, we need a probabilistic analysis of Mn to obtain an upper bound on O~pl.
The following lemma summarizes our knowledge of Mn and suffices to prove an upper
bound on O~pl. We point out that M n has been studied before in several papers devoted
to tries (e.g., [6, 8, 14]). :For the proof of our Theorem, we need only part (i) of the
lemma below. But, probabilistic behavior of M n is of its own interest, and find many other
application in algorithms on strings. Therefore, we present below an extended lemma.
Lemma. (i) For any E > 0
. I I
lim P{(l- E)-logn S Mn S (I +£)H logn) = I - a(lln')
n~= JI
(7)
where 11 is the entropy definerl in above. Furthermore, f01' almost all strings that are suffi-
ciently long all bitt en of the numbers M It / log n are within E of 1/1I.
(ii) For large n we hav£'.
1 'Y h2
Il 10gn + H + 2}[' - P,(log n)+ a(l/n)
h2 - H 2
H3 logn +C + p,(logn) + a(lln)
(8)
(9)
where h2 = EY::1 Pi log2 Pi, 'Y = 0.577 ... is the Euler constant, PI (x) and P2(X) are fitLClll-
ating function with small amplitudc.
(iii) The following is truc for p #- q
(10)
where N(O, 1) is the standm"d normal distribution. The mte of convergence is O(l/.;1Cig1i"),
and the convergence also holds in moments.
Proof. Part (i) follows [rom (ii), The second part of (i) was proved by Shields [15] (cf.
[12] for a more general proof for an approximate malching). So, we concenlrate on the
remaining parts, however, a short proof of an upper bound in (7) can be derived as follows.
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Let ~I)k be a typical and given string oflength k, that is, by Shannon-McMHlan-Breimau [4J
theorem P(Wk) :::; e-k(H-E) [or any E > o. This is true [or all strings of length k except for
those belonging to a set Bk such that peEk) :::; E. Then,
and the result follows immediately after substituting k = (1 + E)Jl-I log n.
Now we proceed to prove parts (li) and (iii). For simplicity of presentation we now work
on a binary alphabet with PI = P and P2 = q = 1 - p. l,From the inclusion-exclusion rule
we have
P{Mn 2: k)
where the last equality is a consequence of
P{C,2: k, ... ,C, 2: k} ~ (p'+l + q'+')' . (11)
Let now Gn(z) be the probability generating function of M n, and Gn(z) = Lk>O zkp{lvIn ;:::
k} (dearly, en(z) = (1- an(z))/l - z). Thu" -
an(z) = - t.(-I)'(~) 1- z(p';' H'+l) . (12)
Observe that EMn = Gn(1) and EMn(Mn - 1) = 2G~(I). In both cases we luwe to deal
with alternating sums, that is,
Observe also that (12) has a form of an alternating sum, too.
To deal efficiently with such sums we use Mellin-like approach (cr. [8, 16]).
for all sequence !k that do not grow too fast at infinity we have
, (n) ( (I)) I ;"/2+'00I)-I)' I, = 1+ 0 - -. n-'r(s)I(-s)ds.
r=l T n 21Tt 1/2-;00
In particular,
(13)
Then part (ii) is a direct consequence of the above and t.he Cauchy residue theorem. Part
(iii) follows from the above and Goncharov's theorem (cL [8]) which states that M n are
normally distributed if for a complex 0 (cL [6])
lim e-BjJ,,/q"Gn(eB/q,,) = etB2
n_oo
where I-ln = ElvIn and an = JVar Mn· •
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(14)
3.2 Lower Bound on o~r
In this subsection we prove a lower bound on Or, thus proving our Theorem.
vVe now further assume that £ is sufficiently large so th<:Lt it is unlikely for there lo be a
pair i,l such that o(xi,xi ) 2: e/2. Put P = pi +p~ +... +p~ and lel {; denote the event
that there is no such pair. If e= Klogn for some constant J( > 0, then








We now analyse the performance of G 1 under the a.<;sumption that (14) holds.
Given (1'1) we write xi = a'b; where a i (resp. b i ) is lhe £/2-prefix (resp. (suIIix) of xi.
If {; occurs then the string z produced by G1 is unchanged if we replace 5. by
5a. o(b,at ) = max{o(b,a"'); S E I};
where b is the C/2 suffix of z. Let Gla denote G1 with 5. replaced by 5a.
We now do a probabilistic analysis of algorithm G1a. The first observation IS that
the strings b S , S E I have no influence on the choice of t in 5a. Indeed we could delay
generating b i until afler a l ha.<; been chosen. TIllS idea has been labelled the method of
deferred decisions by Knuth, Motwani and Pittel [9]. Thus at the end of an execution of 5a:
Proposition 1 The £/2 suffix oJ z is random and independent of the previous history of
the algOl'ithm.
We continue by examining the likely shape of the strings a\a2 ... , all. For 1 :::; k :::; £/2
and a E '£tj2 let PI = Plea, k) be defined by
p, = III ~ i ~ k: a, = w,}I.
Now for each t, i, k, Pt is distributed as the binomial B(k, Pi)' For t > 0 and integer k let
ll(k,,) = Ia E l;': p,(a, k) ~ (1 + ,)kp" 1 ~ , ~ m).
Let ai,k denote the k-prefix of ai . Applying the Chernoff bounds we obtain
m
P(ai,k ¢ n(k,t)):::; 2>-f~kp,/3.
t=1
Our choice of t, k for the remainder of lhis section is
,= (logn)-1!3 and k = l(l- 2,)~ lognJ.
8
(15)
So (2k --;. 00 with nand whp almost every ai,1.: E O(k,c). Next let M(k,E) = I{i; ai,k rt-
O(k, cnl. If B = B( k, E) denotes the RHS of (15) then M (k, to) is stochastically dominated
by B(n,O). So whp
M(k,c) = o(m).
Now consider a fixed a E O(k, c). Then for each 1 :$ i :$ n we have





Let N(a) = I{i : ai,1.: = all. Clearly N(a) 'IS distributed as B(n,';(a)) where ';(a) is the
RHS of (17). With our definition of k, f we sec from (18) that n';(a) 2: n f • Hence,




Our useful knowledge of the shape of aI, a2 , ... , an is summarised in (16) and (19).
We now consider a tree process that mimics Gla. Let T denote an infinite rooted V-ary
tree. The l' edges leading down from each vertex are labelled with WI, W2, ... , wv. The
child 1/) of vertex v for which edge (v,w) is called the Wi child of v. A vertex v of Tat
depth d is identified with a string Sd5d_1 .. 'SI and is labelled with an integer II(V). Here the
edges of the path from the root of T to v have labels SI, S2, ... , Sd and I/(v) is the number
of i such that the d-prefix of a i is SdSd_l ... 51, Thus T is defined by the strings a i and is
independent of the strings hi.
We model the progress of Gla in the following way: A particle Z starts at the root.
When at a vertex v it moves to v's Wi descendent with probabIlity Pj. The particle stops
at depth C/2. Let w = S",5",_[ .. . SI be the lowest vertex on the path traversed that has a
nOll-zero II value. TIlis process models the computation of the largest suITe{ 5",S",_1 .. . SI of
z which can be merged with a preHx of an a i Le. at.
We then model the deletion of at = UIU2.' ,Ul/2 which had the preHx ala2 ... U",. Let
1/)i = (llU2 ... ai. Put II(W;) = max{O,v(w;) -I} for 1:$ i:$ £/2.




The final argument goes as follows. We want to show that whp we will have lit ;::: k for
1 ::; t ::; no = r(l - 3f)n1. Now most of the time the k-suffix zk of z lies in D:(k, c). Indeed
the probability it doesn't is at most 8. This follows by calculation (15) and because SIS2 ...
is a random string. If zk E n(k, E) and
"(a) fo 0 foc all a E lJ(k,,) (21)
then K.;::: k. We argue next that whp (21) holds up to no = r(l- 3E)n1. If we consider a
fixed a E n(k,E) then at th.is point the number of decrements rea) in v(a) is distributed as
B(no,,(a)). Hence, ",ing no,(a) ~ (1 - 3,)n',
P(3a E lJ(k,,), r(a) ~ (1 +,)no,(a)[ < 2[lJ(k,')le-(1-3,j""'/3
0(1).
So whp at this point veal 2. n(1 - E)~(a) - (no +m)~(a) > 0 for every a E n(k,E). Thus,
(20) follows immediately.
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